“Answering the Call” Editorial on page 4

Future of tribute items unclear as dismantling of shrines starts

Training paved the way for shooting response

University of Arizona planning cancer center at St. Joseph's Hospital

Doctor: Giffords shooting response followed plan

Dr. Ewy - 2011 Healthy Heart Public Education Conference

After the Ariz. Tragedy, Mental-Health Organizations Seize a Moment

USC alum, Tucson survivor speaks with the Daily Trojan

THE TRAUMA SURGEON WHO TOOK CARE OF GABBY GIFFORDS SAID THE QUICK RESPONSE TO THE TUCSON SHOOTINGS AT THE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER DID NOT HAPPEN BY ACCIDENT.

THOUSANDS LEFT NOTES, GIFTS, AND FLOWERS AT UMC FOLLOWING THE TRAGIC SHOOTING ON JANUARY 8TH, COMING UP WE’LL LET YOU KNOW WHAT’S HAPPENING TO THE MEMORIAL AT UMC.

Memorial sites to end this Friday

Doctor: Response to Giffords shooting was planned

Records of Shooting Victims Breached

UM Continues Efforts To Prevent Tragedy Among College Students